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WOOD BLOCK BINDER
"PLUS 50"®
Wood Block Binder "PLUS 50" is a cold applied joint filler, binder and surface sealer that
becomes an integral part of the wood block floor and eliminates the need for Hot Pitch.
"PLUS 50" should only be used on existing wood block floors that have open joints
and/or loose block. "PLUS 50" when used periodically and as directed will extend the
life of the wood block floor by binding the blocks together and prevent them from
breaking up and having to replace the floor. "PLUS 50 also provides an excellent
foundation for SEAL-(W)RIGHT® final finish systems and prevents dirt, debris and
granular fillers migrating underneath the blocks.
APPLICATION:
Wood Blocks must be fully acclimated prior to applying one flood coat of "PLUS 50" with
a hard rubber squeegee. "PLUS 50" should be flowed over the surface and allowed to
fill the joints while slowly pulling the squeegee with even pressure and removing the
excess. A thin film left on the surface will turn black as "PLUS 50" is drying. NOTE: In
most cases "PLUS 50" is not a final sealer and to properly seal the surface of the wood
block, it is necessary to apply SEAL-(W)RIGHT Finishes.
COVERAGE:
Approximately 25 to 75 square feet per gallon depending on depth and with of cracks to
be filled.
DRYING AND CURING:
Depending upon temperature and drying conditions, two to four hours should be
allowed for "PLUS 50" to turn black allowing foot traffic. At this time the final application
of SEAL-(W)RIGHT may be applied. Allow at least 8-12 hours before placing floor in
service.
CLEAN UP:
Equipment should be cleaned immediately after use with soap and warm water.
CAUTION:
Proper eye protection should be worn. Avoid skin and eye contact and use only with
good ventilation. Keep from freezing. Consult Material Data Safety Sheet Prior To Use.
MISCELLANEOUS:
Also available are moisture and water resistant Polymer Jura-Block, Heavy-Duty Rock
Block, Steel Tile Anchor Floor Plates, Floor Block Trench Fillers, Sealers and Special
Coatings.
CAUTION: READ MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET BEFORE USING ALL PRODUCTS. All
statements and recommendations are based on experience we believe to be reliable. The use or
application of these products being beyond the control of the seller or the manufacturer, neither the seller
nor the manufacturer make any warranty expressed or implied, as to results or hazard from its use. The
suitability, risk and liability of a product for any intended use shall be solely up to the user.

